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ABSTRACT 

This abstract describes a thermo-elasto-hydrodynamic (TEHD) analysis for prediction of the static load performance of a large size 

spring-supported thrust bearing (SSTB) operating at a mean surface speed of 20 m/s and 4 MPa specific load. The bearing pads include 

pockets for hydraulic lift and an internal cooling system with pipes laid out along the radial direction. Pressure induced deformations 

significantly enlarge the film thickness at the pads’ leading and trailing edges. Pad thermal deformations are lesser, except at the pad 

trailing edge where cooling lines do not reach. Bearing operation transitioning from a nominal rotor speed to a low rotor speed while 

the bearing pads remain hot simulates a quick shut-down process. With a hot pad the predictions produce a much lesser fluid film 

thickness than that arising during a slow shut-down process where the bearing pads cool at a steady rate. The gradient of minimum film 

thickness versus rotor speed is much higher during the fast shutdown process and which could produce a sudden bearing failure (seizure).  

 

INTRODUCTION  

For large size high power density applications, spring-supported thrust bearings 

(SSTBs) are preferred over pivoted ones since they offer advantages such as lesser 

elastic deformations, self-adjustment against thrust collar misalignment, and a better 

heat dissipation [1]. Figure 1 shows a schematic view of a pad in a SSTB. As the 

collar rotates and drag lubricants into the gap between the pad and the collar, a 

hydrodynamic pressure field rises reacting to the applied load on the bearing. The 

performance of SSTBs during start-up and shut-down processes is also critical to 

assure safe and reliable operation. 

The archival literature [1-3] stresses the importance of pad elastic deformation 

effects on the load performance of SSTBs and discloses occasions where extensive 

pad elastic deformations have resulted in pad-collar rubbing followed by an overall 

bearing collapse. Elastic deformations in a spring-supported pad largely depend on 

the spring-bed geometry, material, and disposition.  

In 1987, Chambers and Mikula [1] experimentally investigate recurring failures of a 2.7 m outer diameter (OD) SSTB in a turbine 

generator unit operating under a 11.0 MPa specific load and at 257 rpm in rotor speed (maximum surface speed 𝑅𝑂Ω = 37 m/s). The 

investigation reveals that elastic deformations produce a convex pad top surface, with the rotating collar rubbing on the pad at its edges 

to wipe out the babbitt layer. In 2003, Ettles et al. [2] perform a transient response analysis of large size SSTBs to study issues during 

start-up and shutdown processes, and find that the time required for thrust pads to reach a thermal balance condition is proportional to 

the pad thickness squared. Accordingly, it takes ~ 9 hours for a 250 mm thick babbitted-steel pad to fully reach a thermal balance 

condition when operating at a 30 m/s shaft mean surface speed. Later in 2016, Ettles et al. [3] perform an analysis to optimize both the 

design parameters and operating conditions of a large size reversible SSTB used in a pump-turbine generator carrying a 4 MPa specific 

load. The original design had shown poor performance producing complete failure in several occasions. The authors conduct an 

optimization process with objective functions to increase the minimum fluid film thickness while minimizing the temperature raise in 

the film and the pads. The optimum design finds a thickness for the bearing pad equal to 12% of its circumferential arc length, and a 

spring bed arrangement extending edge-to-edge in the radial direction, but only supporting 55% of the pad circumferential length, i.e., 

with both the pad leading edge and trailing edge “hanging”.  

A thermo-elasto-hydrodynamic (TEHD) analysis in Ref. [4] by the authors considers a combined solution for a general Reynolds 

equation and a 3D thermal energy transport equation in the fluid film, coupled to a heat transfer equation in the pads. In the present 

work, the finite element model in Ref. [4] extends to account for the spring-bed support and delivers elastic deformation fields induced 

due to both the pressure field acting on the pad top surface and the temperature gradient across a pad.  

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The TEHD tool presently produces predictions for a large size SSTB in an industrial unit which had shown a pattern of failure after 

accumulating a number of startup /shutdown processes ranging from 3k to 5k. The bearing pads have an outer / inner diameter OD/ID  

Figure 1. Schematic view of a pad on a 
spring supported thrust bearing (film 
thickness and tilt angle exaggerated). 



= 1.43, a mean circumferential length / radial length 𝐵/𝐿 ≈1, and a thickness equal to 𝑡𝑃=0.2𝐵. The pads accommodate a hydrostatic 

lift pocket and also include an internal multiple-pipe cooling system which circulates cold oil to remove heat. To model the oil cooling 

system, internal nodes located within the cooling lines are set to a supply temperature. The spring-bed extends over the full edge-to-

edge radial length of a pad, but only partially supports the pad in 

the circumferential direction, as in Ref. [3]. The bearing is 

lubricated with a heavy viscous mineral oil. 

Figure 2 shows predicted pad elastic deformation fields 

induced (a) due the pressure field acting on the pad top surface 

(mechanically) and (b) due to the temperature field (thermally) 

for the SSTB operating under 4.0 MPa and at a 40 m/s mean 

surface speed. Pad pressure induced deformations are significant 

and warp a pad (convex curvature) at both its leading edge and 

trailing edge to open (enlarge) the fluid film thickness. At the 

same time, the pad OD and ID warp toward the thrust collar 

(concave curvature) and reduce the film thickness. The pad 

internal cooling system effectively limits the pad temperature 

rise and thus thermal elastic deformations are moderate, except 

at the pad trailing edge where the cooling lines do not reach. 

Figure 3 portrays predicted normalized pressure fields for the 

SSTB operating with the hydrostatic lift active and with the 

thrust collar (a) idle (not turning) and (b) turning at 20 m/s mean 

surface speed. With the collar rotating, the pressure field extends 

over the whole pad area, from its leading edge to the trailing 

edge, and from the ID to the OD. With an idle collar condition, 

however, predictions show a large area of low pressure, nearly 

denuded of lubricant at the pad leading edge and trailing edge. 
 Figure 4 depicts the predicted fluid film thickness field under 

similar condition as in Figure 3 (a). The film thickness field is 

critically small at both the pad ID and OD, and which may result 

in contact between the collar and pad. Figure 5 shows predicted 

minimum film thickness versus mean surface speed. Predictions 

obtained using a hot pad while operating at 20 m/s simulate a 

shut-down process when the pad has not yet reached a thermal 

balance condition. With a hot pad the predictions produce a 

much lesser fluid film thickness than that arising during a slow 

shut-down process where the bearing pads cool at a steady rate. 

The fast shutdown may lead to sudden seizure of one or more 

pads in the bearing.  

 

CLOSURE 
The abstract presented thermo-elasto-hydrodynamic (TEHD) 

predictions for the static load performance of a large size spring-supported thrust bearing (SSTB) 

operating under a heavy specific load of 4 MPa. Predictions demonstrate the importance of pad elastic 

deformations, in particular during a shutdown process while the pads are still hot. Future work should 

optimize both the pad and spring bed geometry to assure reliable operation not only during a nominal operating condition but also during 

quick start-up and shut-down processes. 
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Figure 4. Film thickness field for 
idle collar. Specific load = 4 MPa 
and idle collar. Normalized relative to 
the maximum film thickness. 

Figure 5. Minimum fluid film 
thickness for a hot pad and a 
pad at a thermal balance 
condition. Specific load = 4 
MPa. Normalized relative to the 
minimum film thickness at the 
nominal operating condition. 
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Figure 3. Predicted fluid film pressure field for (a) idle collar and (b) at 
40 m/s mean surface speed. Specific load = 4 MPa. Normalized relative to 
the nominal hydrostatic lift pressure. 

Figure 2. Predicted pad elastic deformations (μm) induced (a) 
mechanically and (b) thermally. Specific load = 4 MPa and mean 
surface speed = 20 m/s. 
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